
What is Heart Disease?
Heart disease encompasses a broad range of diseases of the heart. These include 
heart attack, angina, arrhythmia, and Heart failure.  Heart disease is the number one
 cause of adult death in Australia, and approximately 20,000 Australians will have a 
heart attack each year. In some cases, the first symptom of heart disease is death. But, for 
many heart disease sufferers, this follows years of serious restrictions to their lifestyle due
 to anginal chest pains, shortness of breath and congestive heart failure.  

The heart is simply a muscular pump.   It pumps blood containing oxygen and other essential nutrients throughout
the body and delivers waste products to the kidneys and lungs. For the heart pump to function normally it requires
its own blood supply (through the three coronary arteries) and a regular and reliable heart beat (through its own
electrical circuitry). Problems with the heart muscle, its blood supply through the coronary arteries and with its 
electrical regulation cause symptoms such as breathlessness, chest pain, palpitations, dizzy spells and blackouts

Angina
Coronary artery disease (atherosclerosis) causes chest pain (angina) and heart attacks (myocardial infarction). 
The coronary arteries become progressively narrowed over many years, initially causing no symptoms whatsoever. 
However, as the narrowing worsens, the blood supply to the heart itself may no longer be adequate. When the heart 
beats more quickly, for example with exercise or emotional stress, more blood is needed through the coronary
 arteries to supply the heart muscle with blood and oxygen. As the narrowing worsens, the heart cannot get enough 
blood through the coronary arteries to cope with the increased activity of the heart e.g. when walking up hill, 
climbing stairs. The reduction in blood supply causes chest pain, pressure, heaviness or tightness (angina) which 
settles with rest or with certain medication (anginine tablets or spray under the tongue). However, as the disease 
progresses it begins to occur whilst the sufferer is at rest, or even asleep. The heart muscle is not permanently 
damaged by these ischaemic episodes, but angina is a warning that the muscle is at risk and the risk of heart attack
 is dramatically increased. People who experience chest pain of this type should see a cardiologist for assessment
 and treatment.

Myocardial Infarct
If narrowing becomes severe, it may block the coronary artery completely, causing a heart attack or myocardial
 infarction. Often, however, the actual cause of the blockage may develop at a site in the artery not previously 
affected by atherosclerosis. This occurs due to a rupture of the lining of the artery and consequent thrombus 
formation (a blood clot) over the affected area.

The heart muscle in this area now has no blood supply. The pain is particularly intense and is not relieved adequately
 by rest or medication. This is a medical emergency, as the heart muscle can be permanently damaged if medical 
attention is not immediately sought. The patient requires urgent admission to hospital for treatment to unblock the
 artery and treat the consequences of the heart attack.

Heart Failure
When heart muscle has been permanently damaged by a large heart attack, or many small heart attacks,
the heart begins to fail as the pump for the body's blood circulation. The surviving heart muscle is forced to 
compensate by expanding in size and strength, often to the point of compromising it's own already impaired blood
 supply.



If the heart muscle is not working properly, pressure builds up within the heart chambers and in the lungs, causing 
the sensation of breathlessness as the pump fails, blood begins to build up in the veins and fluid leaks out into 
surrounding tissues, a process known as oedema. This is most easily seen when a sufferers ankles begin to swell as 
the tissue oedema pools with gravity. The most serious consequence, however, is when oedema affects the lungs, 
causing shortness of breath (especially with exertion), and even death. If the muscle damage is mild, breathlessness 
is only felt with significant exercise. Increasing muscle damage causes breathlessness even with mild activity and is 
more noticeable when lying down in bed, such that a patient may start to sleep with more pillows than before. The
 most common cause of breathlessness is ischaemic heart disease.

Other causes of breathlessness include high blood pressure (hypertension), malfunctioning heart valves and various 
abnormalities of the heart muscle itself, which may be inherited e.g. hypertrophic cardiomyopathy or acquired 
e.g. cause unknown, following a viral infection of the heart or following a long period of alcohol excess.

Palpitations
Palpitations are a common symptom which may or may not signify an important underlying heart problem. An 
awareness of a normal heart beat is common and normal. We all experience extra heart beats from time to time 
and in most cases this is not dangerous, although it may initially be concerning to the patient. Benign palpitations
 may also be made worse by excess caffeine intake, (coffee, Coca-Cola, RedBull) thyroid disease, alcohol, sleep
 deprivation and even chocolate.

Serious symptoms related to palpitations include associated blackouts without warning, lightheadedness, chest pain 
or shortness of breath.
Sometimes the heart rhythm can change significantly and this needs careful investigation, which may include an ECG 
(heart tracing), 24 hour Holter monitor, or event loop recorder. This device can store precise information about the
 heart rhythm at the time of a patient’s symptoms (e.g. palpitations, light-headedness, blackout) and the information
 can be downloaded at a later time for analysis by your cardiologist
There are many different types of rhythm change which can be treated in several different ways, for example with 
regular medication, a permanent pacemaker, an implantable defibrillator or a complex electrical study
 (electrophysiological study, EPS) of the heart which may include radiofrequency ablation of the abnormal 
electrical pathway in the heart.
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